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xABSTRACT
Name : Ulfa M
Reg. Number : 40300111143
Major : English and Literature Department
Faculty : Adab and Humanities
Title : Existentialism Reflected In Antagonist Character In “How To
Train Your Dragon 2” Movie
Supervisor I : H. Muhammad Nur Akbar Rasyid, M.Pd., M.Ed., Ph.D.
Supervisor II : Hj. Nahdhiyah. S.S., M.Pd.
This research discussed about Existentialism Reflected In Antagonist
Character In “How To Train Your Dragon 2” Movie. This research aimed to find
out the characteristics of existentialism. This research based on Sartre’s theory
about the characteristic of existentialism which consist of six characteristics
including subjectivity, conscious being in the wold, contingency, anti materialism,
humanity, and faith. This research was descriptive qualitative method. Then, the
researcher used note cards as the instrument to get the valid data. The findings
showed that there were five characteristics of existentialism in the movie. In the
movie only existed subjectivity, conscious being in the world, contingency, anti
materialism, and humanity. The researcher also found that there was no data of
faith as one of the existentialism characteristics. The researcher concluded that
people need to understand their existence that was not only from their action but
also from their thought.
Keywords : existentialism, Antagonist, Characteristic, Movie
1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background
Literature is medium used by writer to submit idea and experience.
According to Sumardjo & Saini (1997:23),  literarure is personal expression,
thought, feel, idea, spirit, belief in a form of a concrete picture that evokes the
fascination with language tools. Literature is not just about writing, literature also
is like non book, record, phonograph record, laser disc, movie, cassette, and other
that can give information.
Talking about movie,  movie is part of literature as series of image life are
rotated so as to produce illusion of moving image which are presented as a form
of entertaiment. According to Rabiger ( 2009:8), each movie is interesting and
entertaining, and make the audience think. Every work is unique and interest, so
there are many ways people can use to convey ideas about real work. Movie is the
media of mass communication which is very important to communicate about
reality that happen in daily activity.
According to Sindrayani (2005:20) movie can be devided into three groups:
fiction movie, non-fiction movie, experimental and animation movie. According
to Fernandes (2002:3) animation is the process of recording and playing back a
sequence of images to achive the illusion of continues motion. In movie How To
Train Your Dragon we can say as animation movie, this movie made with drawn
on computer with combine sequence of images. The unique character of this
2movie is the character called Drago Bludvist as antagonis character, he has
different idea about how to train dragon. He said to control the dragon we have to
control the dragon differ than social in Bert think if we want mastery the dragon
we must have their heart and faitfull. So, the uniqueness thinking Drago Bludvist
about mastery the dragon make Drago Bludvist  has characteristic existence on
himself.
Existentialism is a philosophy that emphasizes the uniqueness and isolation
of the individual experience in a hostile or indifferent universe, regards human
existence as unexplainable, and stresses freedom of choice and responsibility for
the consequence of one’s acts. According to Flynn (2009:18), existentialism is
developing a social conscience and with it a conviction that the fine arts, literature
at least, should be socially and politically committed. In another hand according to
Kierkegaard (in Panjaitan 1996:27) existentialism is related much with human’s
freedom. In Al-qur’an existentialism explained as following:
If Allah wanted, he could have made you all one nation, but he lets go
astray whom he want and guides whom he pleases: but most certainly you will be
questioned about all your actions. (Q.S An-nahl: 93)
The above verse explains that if Allah would he will mislead mankind and
let man choose his own way and all deeds will be accounted for later. its
3relationship to existentialism where existentialism itself emphasizes human
freedom and accountability for the consequences of an action.
Literature and philoshopy are two things that differ each other, but those
also have similarity in another side. According to Wellek & Warren (1956:110),
frequently literature is thought of as form of philosophy, as ideas wrapped form,
and it is analyzed to yield leading ideas. The same characteristic in both literature
and philosophy, that is the freedom in thinking.
In addition, the researcher also review previous thesis research in which
relate to the study of existentialism. The research is conducted by Pandiangan
(2008) in his thesis: Human Existence As Reflected In Ernest Hemingway’s “The
Old Man And The Sea”. This thesis relates much with present research, where this
research also analyzed characteristic of existentialism. The researcher is interested
in analyzing this because the theory match with title the researcher used. Where
some characteristic owned by antagonist character and the researcher also choose
antagonist character because this character seldom analized in other studies.
The researcher is interested in conducting the study about “existentialism
as reflected in antagonis character in How To Train Your Dragon 2 movie”
because there are some aspects in the movie related to existentialism. Drago
Bludvist as antagonis character has uniqueness than other characters which make
him has existentialism on himself. In addition, the movie “How To Train Your
Dragon 2” is the famous movie in 2014. This movie got many dominate accolades
and won some awards such as Annie Awards as Best Animated Feature.
Moreover, the researcher will study about existentialism because this topic is
4interested to analyze and also existentialism is rarely analyzed subject within
Adab and Humanities faculty.
B. Research Question
Based on explanation above the research focus on the problem :
What are the characteristics of existentialism reflected in antagonis
Character In How To Train Your Dragon 2 Movie?
C. Research Objective
The objective of research such as following :
To know about the characteristics of existentialism reflected in antagonis
Character In How To Train Your Dragon 2 Movie.
D. Significance of The Research
The result of this study is expected to give some practical and theoretical
significance:
1. Theoretically: The researcher expects that this study could be a reference
for the readers to know about characteristics of existentialismin in How
To Train Your Dragon 2 Movie.
2. Practically: The researcher expects this study can be a reference for next
reseachers who are going to conduct a research about existentialism. The
researcher expects the result of this research can give enlightenment to
anyone that every one thing must be have positive in one side and
negative in other side.
5E. Scope of The Research
There are many issues exist in How To Train Dragon 2 Movie. In this
research the researcher focuses on the characteristics of existentialism using the
theory of Sartre in Pandiangan (2002:46) which explained there are six
characteristics of existentialism: subjectivity, conscious being in the world,
contingency, anti-material, Humanity, faith. The researcher uses the six
characteristics to analyze the concept of existentialism in the movie.
6CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
A. Previuos Finding
Muris (2013) in her thesis The Existentialism In Sarah Winman’s Novel
“When God Was A Rabbit. Her thesis evaluated the aspect of existentialism
revealed in sarah wimman’s novel “When God Was a Rabbit”. Muris tried to
analyze the aspect of existentialism in this novel, where this thesis has the purpose
to evaluating the aspects of existentialism found in the novel “When God Was A
Rabbit” by Sarah Winman. Her thesis used the theory of  Gordon E. Bigelow
about aspect of existentialism.  Through the descriptive study, she found that there
are five aspects of existentialism in this novel. They are existence precedes
essence, alienation or estrangment, fear and trembling anxiety, the encounter with
nothingness and freedom. After the evaluation phase, she concluded that the five
aspects of existentialism are exist in all of the characters in Sarah Winman’s novel
“When God Was A Rabbit”.
Febriansyah (2013) in his thesis Existentialism Analysis In Ednah Walter’s
Novel “Awakened The Gusrdian Legacy”. His thesis evaluated about the
existence of the main character in the novel “Awakened The Guardian Legacy” by
Ednah Walters. In this thesis he analyzed the existentialism of  the main character
by Cherry’s theory. Through the descriptive study, he found there are three
aspects of existentialism in this novel. They are freedom of choise, free will, and
personal responsibility. After the evaluation phase he concluded that the three
7aspects of existentialism are exist in the main character in novel “Awakened The
Gusrdian Legacy” by Ednah Walter.
Tan (2007) in his thesis “Existentialism And Samuel Beckett’s Two Plays:
Endgame And Happy Days”. His thesis evaluated about existentialism in Samuel
Beckett’s plays “Endgame and Happy Days. Tan tried to analyze characterization,
setting and use of language in this plays, where this thesis his found tendency to
employ some existentialist concepts such as despair, anxiety and thrownness on
the way to authenticity. After evaluation phase he concluded although there are
some differences, these plays show that samuel Beckett’s view of Existentialism
is quite similar to the Sartrean view.
The researches above have the similarities and the differences with this
research. The similarity of those reseaches is the focus on the analysis of
existentialism. The differences between those previous researches, Muris focused
on five aspects of existentialism by Gordon E. Bigelow in Sarah Winman’s novel
“When God Was A Rabbit”. The five aspects of existentialism are existence
precedes essence, alienation or estrangment, fear and trembling anxiety, the
encounter with nothingness and freedom. Febriansyah focused on three elements
of existentialism by Cherry’s theory in “Awakened The Guardian Legacy” by
Ednah Walters. The three aspects of existentialism are freedom of choise, free
will, and personal responsibility. Tan focused on analysis of characterization,
setting and use of  language in Beckett’s two plays: Endgame And Happy Days,
he use existentialist concepts such as despair, anxiety and thrownness on the way
to authenticity to analyze the plays. While the researcher will focus on the
8characteristic of existentialism by Sartre’s theory in chacter Drago Bludvist in
Dean DeBlois’ movie “How To Train Your Dragon”.
B. Theoretical Bacground
1. Philosophical Antrophology
Paul Sartre (in Muzairi 2002:4) existentialism as one the antropology
philoshopy that expressesion human existence’s freedom and responsible.
Philosophical anthropology as a separate area of philosophy crystallized only
in the 20th century. Modern philosophical anthropology originated in the
1920s. During the 1940s it became the representative branch of German
philosophy. It arose with, and has absorbed, lebensphilosophie,
existentialism, and phenomenology. Philosophical antropology is the
philosophical discipline that inquires into the essence of human nature and
the human condition.
Existentialism, as philosophical anthropology, tries to synthesize,
reinterpret, reassess, and revitalize the history of ideas, which is the study of
man's actuality and of his potential. The educator must teach the philosophy
of man to his students not as a separate subject but as the permanent horizon
against which all education takes place. The goals of education depend on our
theory of man. Today's goals are often based on unclear theology, outdated
political philosophy, uncritical common sense, and the youngest of our
sciences, psychology. We must continue to develop a thoroughly scientific
and yet belletristic theory of man. Existentialism purports to do precisely that.
9Philoshopical antropology and existentialism are contemporaneous and
Heidegger, for instance, shared this view of the human being’s problematic
nature. “..No epoch is less sure of its knowledge of what man is than the
present one. In  no other epoch has man appeared so mysterious as in ours”
there was, then, a wide-spread awareness of human being’s problematic
nature. It sis with this problematic nature, in the human being’s crisis of self
knowledge, that philosophical antropology begins.
2. Existentialism
Kierkegaard (in Panjaitan 1996:27) existentialism is related much with
human’s freedom. Every human is individual that differences with others,
existentialism as a concrete and unique human individual manner. He said the
most important that for human being is his existence. Existentialism is a
philosophy that emphasizes individual existence, freedom and choice. It is the
view that humans define their own meaning in life, and try to make rational
decisions despite existing in an irrational universe. It focuses on the question
of human existence, and the feeling that there is no purpose or explanation at
the core of existence. It holds that, as there is no God or any
other transcendent force, the only way to counter this nothingness (and hence
to find meaning in life) is by embracing existence.
Jean Paul Sartre in the book, in a book, A Preface to Philosophy,
states:
“Existentialism is a general orientation in philosophy with no set
common principle. Among the theme stressed are the following: the
importance of personal existence rather than abstract theorizing; the
encounter with freedom and necessity of choosing; the denial of any fixed
10
human nature and of universal moral codes; the desirability of authentic
lifestyle; the encounter with death and meaningless”
(Woodhouse/1975:154)
From the quotation above, it is clear that existentialism ss study that
stresses freedom of choice, an individual who strives, who considers
alternatives, who chooses, who decides and who above all commits
himself….existence must refer to a quality in the individual.
The term “existentialism” has mostly been associated with a cultural
movement that grew out of the wartime intellectual atmosphere of the Left
Bank in Paris and spread through fiction and art as much as philosophy.
Existentialism is frequently viewed, therefore, as an aesthetic movement
rooted in certain philosophical thoughts and supplanting surrealism at the
centre of European artistic fashion.
a. History of Existentialism
Existentialism is a term applied to the work of certain late-19th and 20th
century European philosophers who, despite profound doctrinal differences,
shared the belief that philosophical thinking begins with the human subject—
not merely the thinking subject, but the acting, feeling, living human
individual. Kierkegaard as "father of existentialism” underlines inwardness,
and states, “all interpretations of existence take their rank in relation to the
qualification of the individual’s dialectical inward deepening”. This mean
take a risk to give all the result of rasional thinking, and surrender to the inner
voice which tell us there is a different reality, a sphere of a different kind,
transcending reason. He proposed that each individual not society or religion
11
is solely responsible for giving meaning to life and living it passionately and
sincerely, or authentically.
Existentialism became popular in the years following World War II,
and strongly influenced many disciplines besides philosophy, including
theology, drama, art, literature, and psychology. There are many major
existentialists, such as Søren Kierkegaard (1813-1855), Friedrich Nietzsche
(1844-1900), Martin Heidegger (1889-1976), Jean-Paul Sartre (1905-1980),
Karl Jaspers (1883-1969) and Albert Camus.
The term is often seen as a historical convenience as it was first applied
to many philosophers in hindsight, long after they had died. In fact, while
existentialism is generally considered to have originated with Kierkegaard,
the first prominent existentialist philosopher to adopt the term as a self-
description was Jean-Paul Sartre. Sartre himself, in a lecture delivered in
1945, described existentialism as "the attempt to draw all the consequences
from a position of consistent atheism. On other hand according to philosopher
Steven Crowell (1983), defining existentialism has been relatively difficult,
and he argues that it is better understood as a general approach used to reject
certain systematic philosophies rather than as a systematic philosophy itself.
There are five basics themes of existentialism that the existentialist
appropriates each in his or her own way. Rather than constituting a strict
definition of ‘existentialist’, they depict more of a family resemblance (a
criss-crossing and overlapping of the themes) among these philosophers
(Thomas Flynn 2006:8).
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a. Existence precedes essence. What you are (your essence) is the result
of your choices (your existence) rather than the reverse. Essence is not
destiny. You are what you make yourself to be.
b. Time is of the essence. We are fundamentally time-bound beings.
Unlike measurable, ‘clock’ time, lived time is qualitative: the ‘not yet’,
the ‘already’, and the ‘present’ differ among themselves in meaning
and value.
c. Humanism. Existentialism is a person-centred philosophy. Though not
anti-science, its focus is on the human individual’s pursuit of identity
and meaning amidst the social and economic pressures of mass society
for superficiality and conformism.
d. Freedom/responsibility. Existentialism is a philosophy of freedom. Its
basis is the fact that we can stand back from our lives and reflect on
what we have been doing. In this sense, we are always ‘more’ than
ourselves. But we are as responsible as we are free.
e. Ethical considerations are paramount. Though each existentialist
understands the ethical, as with ‘freedom’, in his or her own way, the
underlying concern is to invite us to examine the authenticity of our
personal lives and of our society.
We can also see the concepts of existentialism from several
existentialists. Solomon (1987:283), in his book, From Hegel to
Existentialism, states that:
“…Existentialism is not a simply philosophy or philosophical revolt.
Existentialist philosophy is the explicit conceptual manifestation of an
13
existential attitude – a spirit of “the present age”. It is a philosophical
realization of self consciousness living in a “broken world” (Marcel), an
“ambiguous world” (de Beauvoir), a “dislocated world” (Merleau-
Ponty), a world into which we are “thrown” and “condemned” yet
“abandoned” and “free” (Heidegger and Sartre), a world which appears
to be indifferent or even “absurd” (Camus).”
These concepts were formulated into the idea of existentialism. In order
to make a comprehend analysis; the researcher decides to use the
characteristics of existentialism as the scope of analysis.
b. Characteristics of Existentialism
According to Sartre in Pandiangan (2002:46)  existentialism concept is
classified into several characterisictics:
1) Subjectivity
Subjectivity is judgment based on individual personal impressions and
feelings and opinion rather than external facts. Hence Sartre (in Vinod
Acharya,  2014:2) emphazises subjective existence and define subjetivism as
the freedom of the individual subject to choose what he will be.
Subjectivity is self-transcendent, continually attempting to achieve
itself, but its goal of self-achievement cannot be grasped in any determine
formula.  Sartre explains what subjectivity means according to existentialists
and states, “Man is nothing else but what he makes of himself. It is also what
is called subjectivity” (Pandiangan 2008). There is nothing objective about
what a human being is. So, everything starts from the inside, from the side of
the man or subject.
In any case existentialism, in our sense of the world, is a doctrine that
does render human life possible; a doctrine, also, which affirms that every
14
truth and every action imply both an environment and a human subjectivity”
(Sartre in pandiangan 2008). Sartre claims that subjectivity does not degrade
human beings; on the contrary, it gives man dignity for two reasons. One is
that subjectivity is uniquely owned by humans. The other is that, if man
makes himself what he thinks he ought to be, then he is making himself in
accordance with what he thinks a human being ought to be. In other words, in
making choices, human beings are also choosing what is good for all. For
example, if one chooses a monogamous type of marriage, then he chooses
monogamy as the type which ought to be good for all humans.
Based on the explaination above we can conclude subjectivity as one of
the characteristics of human existence has a clear concept. The concept states
that subjectivity is the first principle of human existence and subjectivity is
always individual. It exists for every person and depends on individual
quality.
2) Conscious being in the world
Conscious being in the world is the state of being able to use senses and
mental power to understand what is happening in the world. According to
Muzairi (2002:46) an individual is unique, not an object or general…Because
of his / her uniqueness, human beings are – individual who exists in a
conscious being in the world.
Human being must have consciousness as the responsibility towards his
/ her existence. The conscious being in the world becomes a moving factor in
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proving human existence. It states human responsibility and responsibility
motivates individual to prove the human existence.
“…that self consciousness is neither a subject aware nor an
awareness of an object (the self) so much as it is a motivation,
an attitude that illuminates the world as well as the individual in
the world” (Solomon, 1987:243)
The conscious being in the world contains the sense of responsibility
and the power of motivation to prove human existence. Central to human
existence as consciousness is open to infinite possibilities, and it is
inescapable. Human consciousness is liberated from determinism, ending up
in the difficult situation of our being ultimately responsible for our own lives,
which signifies the unbearable pain of existing under this condition.
The person who realizes his / her self-consciousness (of being exist) is
dealt with a self alienation. The sense of alienation can be viewed from the
quotation below:
“The existential attitude is first of all an attitude of self
consciousness. What is self consciousness? According to some
recent existentialist, there is no self as such. And what is
consciousness? “It is nothing” Sartre tells us, “To be conscious
is to be embarrassed, to be ill at ease”. One feels himself
separated from the world, from other people. In isolation, one
feels threatened, insignificant, meaningless, and in responsible
demands significant through a bloated view of self.
(Solomon, 1987:242).
From explanation above, it is clear that conscious being in the world is
realizing human being as a personal existence. This consciousness attitude
needs responsibility to prove the human existence.
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3) Contingency
Contingency is the effective experience of human being in actual world.
Indeed, the existence of human being is not an observation but contingency;
which is the effective experience in the world. According to A.R Rather this
contingency is often characterised by experience of dead, horor, anguish,
bewilderment, uncertaintly and finally hunted by death.
Jean Paul Sartre concerns the contingency as he states: “When
existentialist talk of existence, they are talking of human existence. Human
existence is actual not conceptual” (Muzairi, 2002:42) He also states the
everlasting process of human existence as he states: “I am condemned to exist
forever beyond my essence, beyond the causes and motives of my act”
(Muzairi, 2002:30).
The concept of human existence should be applied in reality and it is a
must. Human existence is always requiring the actual experience of real life
in the world. According to Prasad (1987:625) “....... if God is not contingent,
then he does not exist, because existent is contigent”.
So, it is clear that human existence is really determined by human
contingency. Contingency means the real actions of human beings in actual
world.
4) Anti-Materialism
Anti-Materialism is the doctrine which refuses the judgment based on
materialistic values, only. Materialism regards human being as the result of
materialistic process, that body, soul, passion and life of man represent the
17
material (Pandiangan, 2008). While anti materialism regards the existence of
human being is quite considerable. It is something called existence beyond
the material itself.
Anti materialism denies this perspective that human being can not be
equaled with the object or thing. We can’t compare the existence of human
being to the existence of an object because man’s existence precedes essence
while an object doesn’t. This becomes the source of anti materialism.
Based on the explaination above we can conclude anti-materialism as
characteristic of existentialism which human being do not interested with
materialism when they think about her/his existence.
5) Humanity
Humanity is dealing with condition of human being in the life. It
concerns the values of lives which determine the existence of human being in
the world. When the term of humanity being related with individual being, it
will discover the fact of human existence, which is can be understood by fully
accepting the human condition. Existential humanism is a concept that can be
understood in several defferent ways, each tending to validate the human
subject as struggling for self-knowledge and self-responsibility (S.B
Messer/A.S Gurman 2011:261)
The concept of humanity always emphasizes the dignity of man as a
man. According to Merleau (in Flynn 2006:45) if there is a humanism today,
it rids itself of the illusion Valery designated so well in speaking of ‘that little
man within man whom we always presuppose. It means that there is sense of
18
recognition of equality of all people. This recognition proves the
characteristic of human existence which admits the truth of every individual
being as a personal existence. Humanity is a sense of recognition of all
human beings, respectfully.
From explanation above we can conclude humanity as characteristic of
existentialism which show a respectful feeling towards human being.
Humanity is care each other between human being.
6) Faith
Faith is a belief or commitment towards the values of life. This debate
brings the study of human existence into 2 sides, religious existentialists and
non religious (atheist) existentialists. Karl Jaspers elaborates a concept of
‘philosophical faith’ that he distinguishes both from the faith of revealed
religion and from atheism (in Flynn 2006:56).
a. The religious existentialists believe God as the source of all
existence. Faith becomes the representation of God existence and it
is manifested into religions. The study of former existentialism can
not be separated from the Christianity which affected most of
existentialists. According to Prasad (1987:620) even a description of
God’s nature by religion must describe the basic facts. If religion
tends to place God at a high pedestal and makes man completely
subordinate to it.
b. The non religious existentialist rejects the perspective above, that
their belief is the existence of human being only. Jean Paul Sartre,
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Heidegger, Camus, and Maurice M. Ponty. According to them, man
is dealing with himself in an absolute freedom, planning his own
future and creating his own values. According to Prasad (1987:625)
atheistic existentialism will be appear to be on the side of religion at
least for all intents and purpose. Thus we come to an interesting
conclusion that in atheistic existentialism there is a scope for a true
religion.
Based on the explaination above we can conclude faith as the part of
human nature which dealing with existence. It is clear that human being lives
by faith, although it differentiates them into different perspective.
3. Movie
Movie found based on principles of fhotografic and proyector. The
history of movie began in the 1890s, when motion picture cameras were
invented and movie production companies started to be established. Because
of the limits of technology, movies of the 1890s were under a minute long
and until 1927, motion pictures were produced without sound. This era is
referred to as the silent era of movie. To enhance the viewers' experience,
silent movies were commonly accompanied by live musicians in an orchestra,
a theatre organ, and sometimes sound effects and even commentary spoken
by the showman or projectionist.
The first movie that introduct in United State public is The Life of an
American fireman and The Great Train Robbery movie who made by Edwin
S Porter on 1903 and the first use of animation in movies was in 1899. The
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first feature length multi-reel film was a 1906 Australian production. The first
successful permanent theatre showing only films was "The Nickelodeon" in
Pittsburgh in 1905.
Acording to Ahira (2010:1) movie is an image of living human. It is
produced by recording and photography images with cameras, or by creating
images using animation techniques or visual effects. The process of movie
making has developed into an art form and industry.
According to Sindrayani (2005:20) movie can be devided into three
groups:
a) Fiction movie
Fiction movie is a movie that conveys nonfactual story. The story
is just imagination of the author but is kind of comparison the real human
life. There are many types of fiction movie that were signed by certain
style, form and contest.
b) Non-fiction Movie
Non-fiction movie is a movie containing factual story as the main
plot even though it might be decorated by other events. There are two
types of non-fiction movie, namely factual and documenter movie. The
factual movie only show the fact and the documenter movie is a new that
emhasizes the side of new release of an actual event on TV broadcast.
c) Experimental and animation movie
Experimental movie is a movie which does not be created with the
content of general way and the animation movie is a movie that uses a
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picture and immovable thing likes a puppet, table, chair that can be
moved with animation technique.
Based on explain above movie “How To Train Your dragon 2” as
fiction movie which the movie only imagination of the author. This movie
told about how to train dragon, as we know dragon there is no in real life.
But not only as fiction movie “How To Train Your Dragon 2” also we can
categorize as animation movie which this movie that uses a picture and
immovable thing.
4. Synopsis of How To Train Your Dragon 2 Movie
How To Train Your Dragon 2 is a 2014 movie american 3Dcomputer
animatd fantasy movie producted by DreamWorks animation and distributed
by 20th centure fox. The movie won six annie Awards including best
animated feature and best director.
Five years after the viking village of Berk and the dragons made peace,
they now live together in harmony. Hiccup goes on adventure with his
dragon, Toothless as they discover and map unexplored lands. When hiccup
drawn his map astrid come the they see burnt forest, while investigating a
burnt forest they meet trappers of dragon by Eret.  Hiccup and Astrid return
to Bert to warn Stoick (the chiefman of Bert and Hiccup father’s) about
dragon army of Drago Bludvist, Stoick then ask people of Bert to fortify the
island and prepare to war. Hiccup then come to Erret ask him to take them
come to Drago, not long time Stoick come he explain about past of Drago
Bludvist who is cruel, he burn meeting room of cheafmans. Hiccup does not
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listen his father then go alone, Hiccup meet the another rides of dragon, the
rider bring Hiccup come to her place. The dragon rider named Valka who is
revealed to be Hiccup’s long lost mother. Stoick follow Hiccup where he
discovers that his wife is still alive.
In other side Astrid and the other riders kidnap Eret to find Drago, but
Drago captures them and learns of Berk’s dragons. Drago ask him army come
to challenge Bewilderbeast Alpha species of dragon, alpha specie of Dargo
won and he control all of the adult dragons. Drago then ask his dragon to
hypnotize Tootless to kill Hiccup but stoick safe Hiccup and stoick was dead.
Drago and his army then come to Berk there Drago control all of the dragon.
Hiccup and other after grave his father also come to Berk, Hiccup coax
Toothless to came back and they fight with Drago and his dragon. Drago lost
and go out, finally Hiccup being a chiefman of Berk refplace his father who
was dead.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH
A. Method of Research
In this research, the researcher used descriptive qualitative method, Bodgan
and Biklen (1982:84) state that in the descriptive qualitative research, the
collected data are in the form of words or pictures rather than numbers. The
purpose of the descriptive qualitative method is to study intensely a phenomenon
to discover the patterns and themes about life events when the researcher has a
specific question about the phenomenon.
B. Source of Data
The source of data was from “How To Train Your Dragon 2” movie. This
movie was produced by Dream Works Animation and distributed by 20th Century
Fox. The movie was released on June 13, 2014. The duration is 102 minutes and
99 pages script.
C. Instrument of Research
In this research, the researcher used note card to collect the data from movie
and script of How To Train Your Dragon 2 movie. Note caed is a method in
assembling data required by using note cards to write down the data finding from
source of data. According to Ray (2005:13) note cards are also completed by
number and page where the data found. In order to find the data easily, the
researcher write down the scene and dialog which shown the stage of
characteristics of existentialism based on theory.
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D. Prosedure of Collecting Data
As for  data collection, the researcher applied several procedures:
1. The researcher watched the movie.
2. The researcher read the script of the movie.
3. The researcher identified the data which express existentialism in How To
Train Your Dragon 2 movie
4. The researcher classified the data which express existentialism in How To
Train Your Dragon 2 movie
5. The researcher wrote down in cards the data which express existentialism
in How To Train Your Dragon 2 movie.
E. Technique of Data Analysis
In this part, the researcher focused on analyzing of existentialism as
reflected in antagonis character in How To Train Your Dragon 2 movie. The data
was analyzed using the theory of Sartre in Pandiangan (2002:46) about
characteristics of existentialism.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
This chapter consisted two parts. They are the presentation of the result
found in the movie and the discussion that explain the findings in the second
section. The finding of data analysis covered the explanation about existentialism
which was involved in “How To Train Your Dragon 2” movie.
A. Findings
This part explainabout the analysis of the data usingSartre’s theory. After
finding characteristic of existentialism in “How To Train Your Dragon 2” movie.
The researcher used symbol D refresents Datum, T refresents Time, P refresents
Page.
After investigating the characteristics of existentialism as reflected in the
antagonist character in the movie, from six characteristics of existentialism only
five characteristics that exist in the movie. Those are subjectivity. conscious being
in the world, contigency, anti-materialism, and humanity. The only characteristics
nothing in the movie is fath.
1. Subjectivity
Sartre claims that subjectivity does not degrade human beings on the
contrary, it gives man dignity for two reason. One is that subjectivity is
uniquely owned by human. The other is that, if man makes himself what he
thinks he ought to be. Subjectivity is judgment based on individualpersonal
impressions and feelings and opinion rather than external facts. The
researcher found the data of subjectivity as follow:
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Datum 1, T-00:15:47/P17
Teeny          : He’s expecting a new shipment of dragons for his army by
tomorrow.
No-Name        : And Drago don’t take well to excuses.
“Eret parts his tunic, revealing a larg branding-iron scar on his torso, in
the shape of  a dragon skull, split by a sword.”
Eret              : This is what he gave me last time I showed up empty handed.
He promised to be far less understanding in the future.
In Datum 1 Drago’s character of existentialism releated to subjectivity
is shown when No Name explain Drago’s character where he explain to
Hiccup if  Drago don’t take excuses, Eret add explain about dragon where he
said if Drago less understanding. The datum above is categorized subjectivity
because  No Name judge Drago based on his opinion in which from Drago
descriptions, it is a clear that to introduce a strong character as subjectivity to
the readers.
Datum2, T.00:16:50-P18
Astrid : Stormfly! C’mon, go! Go!
“Eret gets to his feet in time to see Toothless and Stormfly take to the air,
carrying Hiccup and Astrid out of reach of the volley of arrows.”
Eret    : You will never hold on to those Dragons, you hear me?! Drago is
Coming for them all!
In Datum 2 character of existentialim is shown when Eret scream to
Hiccup when Hiccup and Astrid go away from Eret port. Eret said if Drago is
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coming for them. It means if Drago will come to took dragon from Bert.
Based on  Eret utterance it decribes that Eret sure if Drago will come. The
datum above is categorized assubjectivity because Eret’s tell her opinion
about Drago.
Datum 3, T.00:20:22-P24
Stoick : No dragon or viking sets foot off this island until I give the
word!
Hiccup : Because some guy you knew is stirring up trouble in some
faraway land?
Stoick turns to Hiccup, gravely serious.
Stoick : Because Drago Bludvist is a madman. Without conscience
or mercy. And if he’s built a dragon army... gods help us all.
In datum 3 Drago’s character of existentialism  related to subjectivity is
shown by Stoick’s explanation. When Hiccup told to Stoick about Drago in
Bert village. Stoick ask to people for closing the gates, Hiccup saw his father
is very panic when he listens the name of Drago then Stoick with worry to
explain about Drago to Hiccup, he said “Drago Bludvist is a madman.
Without conscience or mercy”.
Based on the datum above it is categorized as subjectivity because when
Stoick told about character of Drago to anyone. Drago’s character described
as a person who madman, without conscience or mercy, the explanation of
Stoick can told to the reader subjectivity of existentialism of Drago’s
character.
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Datum 4, T.00:25:21-P32
Stoick      : Years ago, there was a great gathering of chieftains to discuss the
dragon scourge we all faced.
Flashback
“A hulking, cloaked figure strides confidently into fire-lit hall, interrupting
a council meeting of Viking chieftains. His face is masked in silhouette.”
Stoick  : Into our midst came a stranger from a strange land, covered in scars
and draped in a cloak of dragon skin. He carried no weapon and
spoke softly, saying that he, Drago Bludvist, was a man of the
people, devoted to freeing mankind from the tyranny of
dragons.
In Datum 4 Stoick was flashback when chieftains discussed about the
dragon’s scourge some years ago. He told about Drago to the people on the
boat who also come to that discuss. Drago walk in front of the chieftains with
cover on his scars and draped in a cloak of dragon skin, and told to other
chieftains that “Drago Bludvist. Was a man of people.devoted to freeing
mankind from the tyranny of dragons.
Based on the datum above, it is can categorized as subjectivity of
existentialism because Drago try to doctrine all of the chieftains if only he a
man can freeing them from the dragon. Based on Stoick tell his opinion about
who is Drago Bludvist.
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Datum 5, T.00:50:04-P56
As Eret chokes, stammering, Astrid whispers to the gang.
Astrid : Drago doesn’t have them after all.
Drago       : How many?!
Astrid       : Hundreds! A whole island full!
In Datum 5 inDrago’s port, Astrid come to Drago place. When Astrid
saw Drago who control the dragon, dragon spout fire to Drago but Drago
shelter with his cloak of dragon skin and he shout the dragon that made it
quiet and submit to drago. Looking that accident Astrid then said “Drago
doesn’t have after all”.
Based on the datum above, the researcher found character of
existentialism related to subjectivity, when Drago prove to the other if he
really can control the dragon and it is uniqness from Drago. Drago’s uniqness
can control the dragon that do not owned by others. It showed of
existentialism his character as subjectivity and it can be shown by how
Astrid’s opinion when she saw Drago control the dragon.
2. Conscious being in the world
Conscious being in the world is the state of being able to use senses and
mental power to understand what is happening in the world.
Datum 6, T.00:26:10-P32
Stoick : Until he wrapped himself in his cloak and cried out,
“Then see how well you do without me!”
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“Drago Bludvist pulls the dragon skin cloak over himself and marches
toward the door. Above, dragon fire rips through the ceiling, bringing
down flaming timbers, followed by dragons covered in heavy metallic
armor. They blast fire as panic ensues.”
Stoick : The rooftop suddenly burst into flames, and from it,
armored dragons descended, burning the hall to the
ground.
In Datum 6 when Stoick was met chieftains years ago Drago came
front of them and told about the dragon, he told to them that only he can
control the dragon but the chieftains laugh to listen him and Hiccup and
friends listen the story and laugh too, then Stoick said “how well you do
without me”.
Based on the datum, Drago can be categorized as character of
existentialism related to conscious being in the world where he has mental
power to understand the world, as Drago said to other that only he can control
the dragon and they have to follow him to safe them from the dragon. it also
shows the stubborn character of Drago where he tries make them sure to him.
Datum 7, T.00:51:14-P58
Eret : Drago!
Drago : Cease all preparations! We must Attack the dragons
rider’s nest at Once! (savoring it) We will take down
their alpha... And then we will take berk!
Soldiers cheer in the thousands.
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Eret : You’re overreacting!
Drago : And get rid of him.
In Datum 7 when Eret and Astrid come to Drago’s camp, Astrid told
to Drago about the dragon master is called Hiccup a man of Bert and there is
another island full with dragons and then, Drago blame Eret because Eret lead
them to Drago’s hideaway. Listening that information Drago then said  to his
army “cease all preparations! We must attact the dragons rider’s nest at once!
(savaring it) we will take down their alpha..“.
Based on the datum above the researcher can categorized character
existentialism of Drago related to consious being in the wold because Drago
ask to his army to cease all preparation and attack the dragons rider’s, Drago
understand what is happened in the world, he consious if dragon rider’s as
threatfor him and they can break Drago’s planing. Because Drago realized
that condition.
Datum 8, T.00:52:00-P59
Astrid : NO!
“Revealing Eret, gawking in shock.”
“Hiccup reattaches his flight suit while standing on a ledge overlooking the
utopian nest, teeming with dragons. Several babies race in to hassle
Toothless as he naps.”
Hiccup : (determined) Well, bud, we can’t wait around for
Drago to attack this place. We’ve gotta find him first.
Let’s go.
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In Datum 8 decribe the situation in dragon nest, Hiccup prepare his self
to leave the dragon nest while his dragon play with dragon baby and he told
to his dragon namely toothless, Hiccup said “we can’t wait around for Drago
to attack this place”.
Based on the datum above Drago’s character existetntialism related to
conscious being in the world showed by utterance of Hiccup. Where Hiccup
said if Drago will attack that place, it means Hiccup know if Drago Bludvist
have power to do that.
Datum 9, T.01:01:39-P69
Drago : Whatever comes, keep hitting the mountain! We need
to draw the alpha out.
“Drago’s armored DRAGON ARMY takes wing, clashing with Valka’s
dragons in the skies.”
Drago : Ready the traps!
“Iron jaws are opened like bear traps, revealing screeching ‘bait’ dragons
within. Valka’s dragons swoop down to rescue them, only to be snapped up in
the fearsome jaws.”
In Datum 9 describe the situation when Drago and his army come to
dragon nest, Dragon and his army attackdragon’s nest, then dragon fly, panic,
somecatched by dragon on the trap and dragon told to his army “whatever
comes, keep hitting the mountain”.
Based on the datum above character of existentialism related to
conscious being in the world show when Drago ask to his army to attack
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dragon nest, he said whatever come keep hitting the mountain, he utterance
show his conscious if something will come to stop him. Drago also have
power to keep hitting the mountain because he has there are many armies.
Datum 10, T.01:21:31-P87
Hiccup : Toothless? It’s me, bud. It’s me. I’m right here. Come
back to me
Drago : He is not yours anymore. He belongs to the alpha!;
“Drago smugly sits back in the saddle, his arms open in invitation.”
Drago : But, please, oh great dragon master, try to take him. He
will not miss a second time.
In Datum 10 describe the situation in Bert village, Drago attack Bert
and control all of the dragons which include Toothless Hiccup’s dragon,
Hiccup persuade Toothless and try to take back his dragon from Drago.
Looking Hiccup’s persistence to get back his dragon, Drago said to Hiccup
“he is not yours anymore. He belongs to the alpha”.
Based on the datum above Drago’s character of existentialism related
to conscious being in the world showed when Drago told to Hiccup if the
dragon is not his own, based on Drago’s utterance show his conscious where
he realizes if the dragon belongs to the Alpha species, Drago show his
existence where he conscious to Hiccup about the dragon.
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3. Contingency
Contingency is the effective experience of human being in actual world.
Indeed, the existence of human being is not an observation but contingency;
which is the effective experience in the world.
Datum 11, T.00:24:38-P32
Stoick : He claimed that he alone could control the dragons
and that he alone could keep us safe, if we chose to bow
down and follow him.
“The Viking council erupts in mocking laughter.”
“Snotlout, Fishlegs, and the Twins snicker.”
Ruffnut : Stupid.
Tuffnut :Good one.
In Datum 11 described when Stoick was flashback about Drago, he
told when Drago walk fron of the chieftains, Stoick told to Hiccup and friends
what Drago said, he said that “he claimed that he alone could control the
dragon and that he alone could keep us safe”.
In datun 11 character of existentialism related to contigency showed by
Stoick when he explained experience of Drago, Drago claimed that he only
could control the dragon and Drago prove his existence. Because has
exprience to control the dragon.
Datum12, T.00:41:57-P48
Astrid : You’re gonna show us the way to Drago.
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Eret : And help dragon riders sneak into Drago’s camp? Just
kill me now.
Astrid : That can be arranged. Stormfly, drop it.
In Datum 12 Eret in his boat complained to his friends about the
dragon then Astrid and friends came to take Eret. Astrid asked to Eret to
show the way to Drago but Eret won’t do that then he said“and help dragon
riders sneak into drago’s camp? Just kill me.
Based on the datum above, the researcher can categorized Drago’s
character existentialism related to contigency because Eret scare to meet the
Drago. Which certainly Eret has experience with Drago and Drago showed
his existence when he met with Eret, so that  Eret was better to die than bring
them to Drago.
Darum 13, T.00:51:04-P58
Tuffnut : Yeah. Like babies. They always cry. Real tiny ones...
Drago grabs Eret by the face and bears down on him.
Drago : First there was one rider. And now all of Berk.(to
Eret) And you led them to me.
He throws Eret across the deck.
Eret : Drago!
In Datum 13 describe when Eret took Astrid and friends to come to
Drago port, but they be arrested by Drago then Astrid told about Hiccup, that
if Drago don’t let them go, Hiccup will track them come to destroy Drago
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port. Drago was very angry and strangle Eret’s sneck then said “First there
was one rider. And now all of Berk.(to Eret) And you led them to me.”.
Based on the datum above Drago’s character of existentialism related
to contigency showed when Drago told to Eret where Drago has experience
when Eret brought the one rider before come to Drago and now Eret brought
the other riders of dragon again come to him.
Datum 14, T.01:08:38-P76
Hiccup : Dragons are kind, amazing creatures that can bring people
together.
Drago : Or tear them apart.
“Drago laughs mockingly, then removes his false arm, revealing a stump
at his shoulder. Hiccup is taken aback.
Drago : You see, I know what it is to live in fear. To see my
village burned, my family taken.
“He reattaches the prosthesis, circling Hiccup menacingly.”
Drago : But even as a boy, left with nothing, I vowed to rise above
the fear of dragons and liberate the people of this world.
In Datum 14 when the war dragons in dragon nest, , Hiccup was riding
Toothless and came in front of Drago and asked Drago for what that war,
Drago removed his false arm and showed to Hiccup, while Drago set his
stump at his shoulder he said to Hiccup “I know what it is to live in fear”.
Based on the datum above the researcher can categorized if Drago has
character of existentialism related to contigency because he has effective
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experience about dragon. Drago when exprience fight the dragon and lost his
familly when he was still child and prove that he has contigency.
4. Anti-materialism
Anti-Materialism is the doctrine which refuses the judgment based on
materialistic values, only.Materialism regards human being as the result of
materialistic process, that body, soul, passion and life of man represent the
material.
Datum 15, T.00:49:49-P56
Astrid : What are you doing?
Drago : (quiet, to the dragon) You belong to me now.
Eret : And as an added bonus, I also caught you their riders.
No extra charge.
In Datum 15 described the situation in Dragon’s port when Eret
brought Astrid and friends came to Drago port. They saw that Drago control
the dragon then Eret told to Drago and said“and as an added bonus, I also
caught you their riders. No extra charge”.
Based on datum above the researcher categorized character of
existentialism related to anti-materialism because Eret said no extrac charge
Drago did not care Eret’s explaination about paying the dragon. And also He
did not care about bonus that Eret gave because Drago  was just seriously
about the dragon and focused with Astrid who explained about another
dragon rider out there.
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5. Humanity
Humanity is dealing with condition of human being in the life. It concerns
the values of lives which determine the existence of human being in the
world.
Datum 16, T.01:09:01-P76
Drago : But even as a boy, left with nothing, I vowed to rise above
the fear of dragons and liberate the people of this world.
Hiccup : Then why a dragon army?
Drago : (grinning, smug) Well, you need dragons to conquer other
dragons.
In Datum 16 described the situation in middle of dragons war and
when Drago told to Hiccup about his bad history with the dragon then he said
to Hiccup ”liberate the people of this world”.
Based on the datum above the researcher can categorized character of
existentialism related to humanity because Drago cared with condition of
human being, he wanted to liberate human being from the dragon. He
collected dragons and controlled them to beat the dragon. This last datum
describe humanity character who owned by  the Drago Bludvist.
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B. Discussion
Based on the findings as presented in previous section, it can be seen that
there are sixteen data that contain characteristics of existentialism, which can be
be catagorized as subjectivity, conscious being in the world, contigency, anti
materialism, and humanity.
1. Subjectivity
In literature subjectivity itself explained by john in his book
“Subjectivity in Asian Children’s Literature and Film: Global Theories and
Implications” John said subjectivity is an individual’s personal indentity
distinct from other selves; it occupies a position in the society in which other
selves also exist; it makes an individual think well and behave discreetly,
(2012:218). Based on explaination of John can said if subjectivity as
individual person identity, it the same meaning subjectivity in existentialism
where explained by Hence, he emphazises subjective existence and define
subjectivism as freedom of the individual subject to choose what he will be.
Sartre also claims that subjectivity does not degrade human beings; on the
contrary, it gives man dignity for two reason. One is that subjectivity is
uniquely owned by humans. The other is that, if man makes himself what he
thinks he ought to be.
Character of existentialism as subjectivity shown in datum 1 till datum
5, for example shown in datum 1 when No Name said “Dragon don’t take
well to excuses” and Eret also said if Drago “less understanding”. This datum
shown existentialism of Drago as Sartre claims if uniquely owned by humans,
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and don’t take well to excuses and les understanding as uniqness of Drago
Bludvist. It’s also shown in datum 3 when Stoick said “Drago Bludvist is a
madman, without conscience” and datum 4 Stoick said “Bludvist was a man
of the people devoted to freeing mankind from the tyranny of dragons”.
In datum 2 when Eret told “Drago is coming for them all” it means if
Drago had chosen to come to take the dragon he will come, and it also show
individual person identity by Drago. It become Drago as character of
existentialism as subjectivity.Datum 5 also shown existentialism when Asrid
said “Drago doesn’t have them all”.
Based on the research have done by Muris used Gordon’s theory  and
the research have done the researcher, it have same similarity such as aspect
of existentialism releated to existence precedes essence similar with character
of existentialism releated to subjectivity by Sartre’s theory. It explained by
Pandiangan in his thesis which he said if to understand about subjectivity we
can saw the concept from existence precedes essence, subjectivity and
existence precedes essence is always individual
2. Conscious being in the world
In literature consciousness explained by Setzer and Fairchild in their
journal “Conciousness and Literature Stadies” conciousness is the most basic
element of everyone’s life, knowledge of conciousness is the most basic
requirement for everyone to exist consciously and intelligently and enjoy full
personal and professional life (1994:53). Based on the explanation from
Setzer and Fairchild said if conscious basic of everyone, it connect with
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conscious being in the world in existentialism where in existentialism
conscious being in the world defined as mental power to understand what
happen in the world. Conscious being in the world that in datum 6 till datum
10 when Drago said “He is not your anymore. He belongs to the alpha”.
Based on the statement explained if Drago have conscious being in the world
where he relaize if the dragon is the alpha species own not own of human. In
datum 6 when Stoick said “see how well you do without me”. Datum 7
Hiccup said “we can’t wait around for Drago to attack this place”. Datum 8
“whatever comes, keep hitting the mountain”. These datum also shown
conscious being in the world.
Based on the researcher by febriansyah used Cherry’s theory who said
there are three aspects of existentialism: personal responsibility, freedom of
choices, and free wild. In the theory have similarity with Sartre’s theory such
as conscious being in the world similar with personal responsibility, which
the conscious being in the world contain the sense of responsibility and the
power of motivation to prove human existence.
3. Contingency
In existentialism contingency defined as effective experience in the
world, in “How To Train Your Dragon 2” movie show in datum 11 until 14,
example when Eret told his experience he said “ I know what it is to live in
fear. This statement show contigency of Drago Bludvist, where Drago must
deal with suffer and pain, of course the strenght of endurance. It also shown
in datum 11 when Stoick said “he claimed that he alone could control the
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dragons and that he alone could keep us safe”. In datum 12 Eret “and help
dragon riders sneak into Drago’s camp? Just kill me now”. And datum 13
Drago said “first there was one rider. And now all of Bert and you led them to
me”. The contingency always needs courge and experience, so human being
can survive in proving human existence.
4. Anti – Materialism
In literature anti materialism defined as opposite to materialism with
both concepts occupying opposite ends of a continum. Materialism is focused
on acquisition of the material possesions in the pursuit of happiness;
therefore, anti materialism focuses on the rejection of material possessions. In
existentialism, anti materialism defined as doctrine which refuse the judgment
based on materialistic value only. Two definition above show that  anti
materialism as Deniel forward the material in “How To Train Your Dragon
2” movie data about anti materialism show in datum 15 situation when Drago
dont care to Eret, when Eret said “and as added bonus. I also caught you their
riders. No extra charge” from character indiferent from drago it show ani
materialism own by Drago Bludvits.
5. Humanity
In existentialism humanity defined as concerns the value of lives which
determine the existence of human being in the world. literature itself explains
human values. The works of plato, socrates, and Aristotle (the most famous
Greek philosophers) contain virtues that promote perfection to a society if
only human beings have the willingness to uphold and practice them. Based
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on explanation above humanity can describe as value human being to society,
in “How to Train Your Dragon 2” movie character humanity shown in datum
16 when Drago said he will “liberate the people of this world”. this datum
show his humanity which he care to other human being and he intend to
liberate human being from the dragon, he want save them. it become Drago
Bludvits as character related to humanity.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
This chapter discusses the conclusion and suggestion. Conclusion is drawn
after getting research finding. Then, suggestion leads further researchers who are
interesting in doing similar research.
A. Conclusion
Based on data findings, there are many data characteristics of existentialism
the researcher found. So the researcher got conclusion that there are sixteen data
characteristics of existentialism in “How To Train Your Dragon 2” movie, from
six characteristics the researcher found five chacracteristics of existentialism in
the movie. They are subjectivity five data, conscious being in the world are five
data, contigency are four data, anti materialism is one data, and humanity is one
data.
B. Suggestion
Based on the analysis before, the researcher would like to give some
suggestions as follows”
1. The reader and all the people should be able to know his/her existence and
know his/herself not only from the outside but from inside also.
2. It is also suggested for potential readers who interest in a vast study of
human existence to use more reliable sources to make a better analysis of
existentialism.
3. Reading literature will enrich the literary knowledge of reader. Hopefully,
by reading and understanding the message of this thesis, it will be valuable
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experience for readers. And for the best result, it is suggested to applied
the message of human existence in daily life.
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